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Here is an inexpensive approach to system control when
arithmetic manipulation is not a prime factor. The direct

function processor is a functionally oriented machine having

true modularity and expandability
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At the present time, many small general purpose com-

puters are being used as systems controllers. However,

the fundamental concept of computers is that the

computer is primarily a calculating device. It was

never conceived in terms of controlling and sequenc-

ing activities that might not involve mathematics. The
systems designer is forced to program his system func-

tions in arithmetic terms understood by the computer

but which might bear little direct relationship to its

functional use.

A fact generally overlooked about general purpose

computer-controllers is that they are arithmetically,

not functionally, oriented. All have a central process-

ing unit (cpu) that is designed to accumulate informa-

tion from a system or subsystem, perform arithmetic

calculations on it, and return the computed data to

the outside world, where it can be used to instruct,

adjust, correct, regulate, or protect the system that is

being controlled.

The cost and capability of these machines depend

on how clever the computer manufacturer has been in

designing and interconnecting his accumulators, core
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memories, arithmetic units, instruction and index

registers, and other key elements. In general, all the

computers that have been developed to date differ

only in the design and organization of these elements.

The concept has been that of calculating devices, not

of control and sequencing devices, and, obviously, the

objective is to obtain the most computing power per

dollar that is possible.

The arithmetic concept requires either that the

computer be required to perform a very specific func-

tion or that it be a general purpose machine with

some predetermined capability-to-cost ratio based on

what the computer manufacturer believes a group of

users will require in terms of power and on what

peripheral equipment they will connect to the input/

output lines. Since the obvious engineering/sales de-

cision is to aim for the broadest market, the systems

designer usually ends up paying more for his machine

than is warranted. In short, the progression has been

from a single purpose computer-controller to a gen-

eral general computer-controller—indeed, one that is

often so general that it can be justified only if it is

applied for multiple purposes, such a production con-

trol and accounting, as well as systems control.

Furthermore, every time there is a breakthrough

that provides more power per dollar (which of course

is associated not only with improved arrangements of

the components inside the computer, but with ad-

vances in solid state devices, integrated circuits, pack-

aging, component design, and the like) the industry

moves to a different magnitude of capability and to



the so-called next generation machine that makes ob-
solete the user’s current machine. To put it mildly,
the systems designer is not an enthusiastic supporter
of this cycle. It forces him to redesign his control sys-

tem in order to remain competitive and puts him on
an economic treadmill that can jeopardize his very
existence. In existing general purpose computers there
is neither true functional modularity, expandability,
nor upward or downward software compatability be-

tween family members—despite what the industry
claims.

Another disadvantage of this arithmetic concept is

that the input data must be programmed in terms
that the computer can understand, and the output
data, in terms that the system can understand. Thus
the systems designer is forced to program his system
functions in arithmetic terms understood by the com-
puter, and these unfortunately bear little direct rela-

tionship to its functional use. In fact, in most cases

the actual systems programming is turned over to a
programmer who must try to relate the systems re-

quirements to equivalent terms that can be translated

as instructions to the computer. Frequently, the pro-

grammer does not fully comprehend the total aspects

of the system he is programming. In a sense the sys-

tems designer in turning the programming responsi-

bility over to the programmer loses control of the

design of his own system.

As a result, programming services have risen sharply
in cost as the demand has increased. A new industry
has grown up providing programming services to sys-

tems people because the demand far exceeds the sup-

ply—and the situation is worsening rapidly.

Another serious drawback of most of the current

computer-controller systems is that in many cases—
perhaps the majority—neither the computer manufac-
turer nor the system’s producer is capable of main-
taining the other’s equipment. And while the user

understands and can maintain the functional system,

he does not have the same competence when it comes
to the computer. So the computer manufacturer must
support an expensive group of trouble-shooting and
maintenance specialists that duplicates the field staff

of the OEM supplier. In the final analysis, it’s the

customer who pays.

THE DIRECT FUNCTION PROCESSOR CONCEPT

The gri-909 computer, or direct function processor,

differs from the conventional computer-controller in
that it extends into the computer the bus system
across which the control devices are normally con-
nected. To put it more accurately, the elements of the

computer are brought outside the central processor,

and all computer devices such as the instruction reg-

ister, sequence counter, arithmetic unit, and memory,
are connected across the same bus structure as the de-

vices in the equipment to be controlled.

Thus, all internal and external elements are di-

rectly addressable by use of a compiler-like functional
language rather than a mathematically oriented lan-

guage. The programmer does not have to develop the

involved command sequences that will translate proc-

ess data into a language that the computer can under-
stand and then back again into instructions that the

equipment or process can react to. The unimpeded
flow of data from device to device saves temporary
storage locations for “bookeeping” purposes and pro-

vides the designer with modularity and flexibility to

adapt the computer to specific system requirements.
The key to the concept of the direct function proc-

essor is a block of logic that provides a programmable
path between the source and destination buses in the

computer. It is termed a bus modifier and is designed
to take information from any input device and move
it to any output device, performing operations on the

data as it passes from one device to the other.

Since the path connection is programmable, data
can be transmitted from one device to another in one
of the following conditions: unchanged, incremented,
shifted left one bit, shifted right one bit, “ones” com-
plemented, or “ones” not complemented. A “twos”
complement, or negative number, can be obtained on
the fly by combining the “ones” complement capabil-

ity with the increment capability.

A link bit, through which data can be shifted for

testing one bit at a time, and an overflow bit for tests

involving incrementing data are provided with the

bus modifier. Thus the systems designer has the abil-

ity to count and control data, although restricted to

simple, repetitive operations, on a bit-by-bit basis.



INSTRUCTION FORMAT

The gri-909 is a 16-bit, parallel machine. Six of the

bits are used for source addresses, six for destination

addresses, and four to control the transfer of data

throughout the system. The latter can be micropro-

grammed to modify data or control their transfer.

Each device in the system is equipped with a de-

coder that enables it to recognize an instruction to

supply, receive, modify, or otherwise manipulate data.

Thus, in effect, the control logic is spread throughout

the machine and is tailored to the particular require-

ments of the equipment to be controlled, since it is

only added to the system when another device is

added.

Program control provides the signals that indicate

when a source device i-s to give up data, sets up the

route the data are to follow, and tells the source de-

vice that is to receive them. It also must be capable

of subsystem manipulation: incrementing the se-

quence counter or changing its contents when a jump

occurs. A read-only memory, whose instructions are in

the same format and therefore indistinguishable from

those coming from the instruction register, is used to

enable program control to perform such manipula-

tions over the same data and control structure as used

for the movement of system data.

BASIC COMPUTER DEVICES

The devices connected between source and destination

buses in the basic computer configuration are, in ad-

dition to the bus modifier, the following.

Sequence Counter: This device is provided to keep

track of the program information. It is common to all

computers and indicates the address of the next in-

struction. In this application, the sequence counter is

connected across the buses, as are all other elements in

the system, providing direct access from device to de-

vice. An external device can cause the program to go

to some special subroutine in memory by transmitting

an address word directly to the sequence counter.

Instruction Register: The instruction register con-

tains the instruction in the computer to be executed

at a given moment. Like other elements in this system

organization, it is connected across the source and

destination buses.

Data Test: A computer decides on the program paths it

will follow on the basis of the value of the data that

resides in the arithmetic structure. In this machine,

data test determines whether the value of the infor-

mation it receives from any source is less than zero,

equal to zero, or any combination thereof (including

the negation). This tester is connected between the

source and destination buses and is programmed to

accept data directly from any source. A positive re-

sponse to a data test results in a jump instruction.

The contents of the sequence counter are automati-

cally stored in a trap register associated with data test

when a jump is executed.

Function Generator: Most peripheral devices require

control pulses to perform such functions as start, stop,

clear, and the like. Up to 16 different control com-

mands can be issued to each system device by generat-

ing the address of the device and the control pulses

Circuit arrangements for typical controller, general

purpose computer, and tie-in system

on four control lines provided for this purpose. A
typical instruction to be issued by the function gen-

erator might be START READER.
Function Test: Some devices produce status signals

which indicate certain conditions to the computer.

The function test operator looks at these status sig-

nals and acts upon them. Three control lines are pro-

vided for this purpose, plus a fourth which provides

logical negation of the other three. A positive re-

sponse by the function test operator to the sense lines

results in a skip instruction.

Console: If a peripheral device is added to a system, a

set of lights may be required to indicate what is going

on within the device. When the switches on the con-

sole are set to a device address, any data delivered to

that device will be displayed. This is useful for main-

tenance and debugging purposes. In some systems

this can eliminate the development of large display

panels and their attendant cost. The contents of any

source register in the system can also be displayed on

the computer console.

A programmer’s console is optionally available

which simultaneously displays major internal reg-

isters in the computer in addition to the selectable

data display. Both consoles are equipped with plugs

and are interchangeable.

Data may also be transmitted to any device in the

system from the console switches by selecting its ad-

dress and activating the transmit key. Control switches

on the console are: start, continue, read, write, dis-

play, transmit, single step, and stop.

Minimum Configuration: The system described so far

is the minimum configuration for the computer. With

the addition of some kind of stored program, it can

provide all the control capabilities of a general pur-

pose computer. It can test data, transmit and receive

control signals, and perform arithmetic and logic op-



erations one bit at a time as data pass through the bus
modifier. Although limited in the execution times of
its arithmetic operations, it can be used as a special

purpose controller with read-only memory or a gen-
eral purpose controller with random access memory
for those applications requiring little or no arithmetic
or when the execution times of arithmetic are not a

critical factor. This provides a very inexpensive ap-
proach to system control, with the capacity for expan-
sion to full computer capability if required.
Core Memory: The memory is a 16-bit random access,

ferrite core memory in 1024- and 4096-word plug-in
modules. It can be expanded to 8192 in the basic

processor frame without additional wiring. The total

expansion capability is 32,768 directly addressed
words.

There is a multiple-channel, single-cycle, direct

memory access system in the basic processor that per-
mits direct, single-word access to the memory by a

system function. The difficulty of multiplexing sev-

eral devices on many different data channels is eased
by a simple priority allocation system. Similarly, a
range of complexity in implementation is available to
the system designer. The data channels may be used
to transfer data in or out of memory or simply to in-

crement a specified memory location.

Arithmetic Operator: The arithmetic and logic ma-
nipulations that can be performed in the functional
arithmetic operator are

‘

‘add,” “and,” “or,” “and/or,”
and “exclusive or.” This arithmetic operator works
somewhat differently from that of a typical computer.
Instructions are not issued that say “add,” which in a

conventional computer says, “one number is in the ac-

cumulator and the other number is in memory. Pull
the number out of memory, add the two together, and
put the sum back into the accumulator.”

In the direct function processor, the function gen-
erator is used to generate the “add” function. The
instruction looks like “Function output ‘add’ to the
arithmetic operator.” This element will always per-
form the add function between the current value
of X and Y accumulators until the user issues another
command changing the state. When either one of
those registers is changed, a new sum appears, immedi-
ately available for transfer to any point in the system.
New values can be presented from a system register
with a new result obtained in a single cycle time of

The GRl-909 computer

Computer internal wiring

1.76 microseconds. The result, available as a separate
source, always reflects the instantaneous output gen-
erated by the contents of the X and Y accumulators
as controlled by the function selected. It can be stored
in memory by a single instruction. The introduction
of new values to one accumulator does not alter the
contents of either accumulator, unless the instruction
“arithmetic operator to X (or Y) accumulator” is

issued.

FIRMWARE OPERATORS

Computer capabilities can be expanded by adding
firmware operators to the system. A firmware operator
generally presents at least one register to the bus sys-

tem. Each functional operator added to the computer
systems adds one or more hardware instructions to the
computer plus the variations provided by the bus
modifier. Examples of some of the firmware options
are the following:

Multipler: A “multiply” can be executed either
through subroutine instructions or by the multiply
operator, a firmware option. The subroutine for “mul-
tiply” has a maximum execution time of 360 micro-
seconds for a full 31 -bit signed product and occupies
42 memory locations.

The multiply operator performs a 16-bit unsigned
multiplication. It uses the arithmetic operator and is-

sues external instruction requests to the processor. It

uses a single address for the 16-bit register (MPR)
housed in the operator, which may also be used as a
temporary storage register.

The 31-bit product is available in the X-accumula-
tor of the arithmetic operator (most significant) and
MPR (least significant) 56.32 microseconds after start-

ing the operator.

The execution time might be extended if direct
memory access requests arrive during the processing
of this instruction. A higher-speed multiply operator
is also available with an execution time of under 10
microseconds.

Byte Swap: The byte swap subroutine requires 20
memory locations and executes in 124 microseconds.



6The byte swap operator is a 16-bit register (SWAP)
used to interchange the halves of a computer word. It

executes the interchange in a single cycle time of 1.76

microseconds, exchanging bits 15 to 8 with bits 7 to 0.

A byte pack operator is also available to form a 16-bit

word from two 8-bit characters that are loaded se-

quentially.

These two examples are indicative of the flexibility

built into the computer. The ability is intrinsic to the

direct function processing technique, permitting vir-

tually any operation to be incorporated in the instruc-

tion repertoire of the machine. Other standard op-

tions include: square root, BCD/binary conversion,

and general purpose registers.

DEVICE OPERATORS

Device operators provide the interface circuitry be-

tween system devices and the computer. Direct mem-
ory access and priority interrupt circuitry are pro-

vided for each device, as required, in the device

operator. The high-speed signals related to the in-

ternal operation of the computer are terminated at

the device operators so that external devices see only

relatively slow signals that can be cabled to the device.

In some cases, if the device is simple, the entire device

can be provided on the device operator plug-in

module. This module is approximately 4 inches by 9

inches and provides an output cable connection.

PROGRAMMING

Instructions are of the general form DEVICE X TO
DEVICE Y, and are described by a single machine

format:

15 10 9 6 5 0

SDA MOD DDA
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

V.
V

SOURCE DEVICE
ADDRESS

J

CONTROL BITS DESTINATION
DEVICE ADDRESS

The actual operation performed by an instruction

is dependent upon the unique combination of SDA,

MOD, and DDA.
The four functional instruction classes are outlined

below. Each class is described with examples of ma-

chine and corresponding functional language instruc-

tions in the following paragraphs. In machine lan-

guage SDA and DDA are represented as two octal digits

each, and MOD is represented as four binary digits.

Function Generator: The source address of the func-

tion generator is 02. It causes control signals (rather

than data) to be transmitted to any system device

specified by the DDA. The modifier defines up to four

pulses in combination to be transmitted in parallel.

Examples of FAST instructions are: START HSR
START TTI.
Function Test: The destination address of function

test is 02. It senses up to three status indicators asso-

ciated with any system device as specified by the

source address. If the status test defined by the modi-

fier is true, a SKIP instruction is performed. The for-

mat for the modifier is

9

MOD
i I 1

V
y

|_ COMPLEMENT INCLUSIVE

"OR" OF TEST RESULTS

DEFINES UP TO THREE
STATUS INDICATORS

Examples of FAST instruction: SKIP IF ADC RDY
SKIP IF TTI NOT RDY
Data Test: The destination address of data test is 03.

It can test data from any source address for less than

zero, equal to zero or any combination thereof. If the

test defined by the modifier is true, the next word is

taken as a jump address; otherwise, the next word is

skipped. The format for the modifier is

MOD
1 1—1

DEFERRED ADDRESS MODE

COMPLEMENT INCLUSIVE

"OR" OF TEST RESULTS

TEST FOR DATA = 0

TEST FOR DATA <0
If a jump is performed, the current value of the

sequence counter is, automatically stored in a trap

register associated with the data test. If the jump is

to a subroutine, the trap register provides the link

back to the calling program.

Examples of FAST instructions: IF ADC ETZ GO
TO ALARM. IF TTI NETZ GO TO PROCESS
Data Transmission: Any instruction not in one of the

classes defined above implies the transmission of data

from a source device to a destination device as speci-

fied by their addresses. The source and destination

may be the same device. Data transmission instructions

are of two forms. For nonmemory reference the modi-

fier format is

MOD
|

i i i 1

-V '
I

<- SELECT ONES COMPLEMENT

SELECT BUS MODIFICATION

00 = NO MODIFICATION
01 = INCREMENT BY ONE (PI)

1 0 = SHIFT LEFT ONE BIT (LI)

1 1 = SHIFT RIGHT ONE BIT (R1)



Examples: AO PI TO DAC. C ADC PI TO AY
For memory reference a memory reference instruction

is designated if the source or destination address is the
memory buffer register (06). The next word is taken
as a memory address or an operand. The format for

the modifier is

DEFERRED ADDRESS MODE (D)

IMMEDIATE ADDRESS MODE (I)

LENG TO DSKL : SET LENGTH
READ TO DSKA : INITIATE READ
The device will steal one machine cycle (1.76 micro-

seconds) for transfer of each data word. When the
block transfer is completed, the device generates an
end-of-range interrupt on the priority interrupt chan-
nel. In addition, the disc contributes one bit to the
machine status word to indicate its active state and
sense flags to indicate parity error and up-to-speed.
Another interrupt mode, external instruction re-

quest, is provided. This interrupt mode is used to ex-
ercise the computer with hardware diagnostic mod-
ules. It can also be used in conjunction with read-
only memory to extend the instruction repertoire to
include complex instructions. When read-only mem-
ory is used in this interrupt mode, an instruction is

executed in 880 nanoseconds.

SELECT BUS MODIFICATION AS
IN NONMEMORY REFERENCE SUMMARY

Examples: 1-27 TO AX. LIMIT TO AY. D LIST-1
TO DAC
The contents of any register connected to the com-

puter bus structure can be transferred to any other
register in the system by a single instruction. The reg-

isters can be any devices in the computer or in the
system, including memory. The computer recognizes
and services interrupt requests and direct memory re-

quests generated by system devices. Devices may, how-
ever, cause traps to unique memory locations. The
cost of generating a unique address is borne by the
device interface itself. In a multilevel interrupt en-

vironment, priority is enforced by manipulations of
an interrupt status register by the respective interrupt
routines. Each device that is interfaced to operate in
an interrupt mode contributes a bit to the interrupt
status register so that it may be selectively enabled
and disabled. Interrupts may cause a trap to memory
location zero. If two or more devices trap to the same
memory location, a standard SKIP sequence is used by
the interrupt executive routine to enforce priorities

and isolate the device, or the devices may generate two
unique addresses.

Input/output devices may be driven in a pro-
grammed synchronized mode, normal interrupt mode,
or direct memory access mode. The permissible
mode(s) for a device is determined by its interface
with the system, but all data connections are made
via the same bus structure used for programmed
transfer.

A device to be operated in the direct memory mode
presents at least two registers to the bus system
(memory starting address and data buffer). A typical

direct access device interface will appear to the user
as follows:

Three addresses—DSKA: starting address on disc

(prime register); DSKM: starting address in memory;
DSKL: block length to be transferred.

Example: read from disc

TRACK TO DSKA : SET DISK ADDRESS
BUFFA TO DSKM : SET CORE ADDRESS

The computer is both modular and expandable. It

need not have a main memory since other functions
can be added later. Or it may have a minimal amount
of memory and arithmetic capability, these functions
being substantially expanded for different control sys-

tem models. Thus the system designer can evaluate
his system requirements with regard to the trade-offs

between speed and economy. If he is looking for econ-
omy, he can strip down his hardware and perform his
system functions through program subroutines. If it

is speed he is looking for, he can substitute hardware
with an increased cost.

The firmware capability is intrinsic to the com-
puter. It therefore provides the flexibility of adding
the firmware option at any time. If requirements
change after a system has gone into operation, it is

possible to expand the computer capability. So a de-
cision made at one time does not necessarily commit
the system designer for all time or require substitu-
tion of a different, more powerful processor.

Certain special hard-wired instructions that cannot
be found in any other small computer or, indeed, in
any other computer, small or large, can be provided
or added by the customer as his own proprietary func-
tions. For example, in a system monitoring fluid flow,

the square root of the output of the flow-meters might
be necessary for normalizing the results. A hard-wired
square root instruction is possible. This is not an in-

struction capability normally found in small com-
puters.

Another example might be a machine tool numeri-
cal control system. The system manufacturer might de-

velop some special interpolation technique. By incor-

porating this within the computer he has a proprie-
tary and unique computing capability. No other com-
puter will be able to exactly duplicate that capability.

In fact, this is an excellent way for the system manu-
facturer to maintain his identity and image where
there is a growing tendency for one computer system
to resemble another. In short, virtually any type of
system dependent upon automated control can be en-
hanced by direct function processing.
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